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Studio IAAD is an award-winning architectural and interior design firm

founded by Rachna Agarwal, located in India’s millennium city of Gurugram

has designed an urban refuge house in New Delhi, India collaborating with

brand Boca do Lobo, which seeks to encourage and represent the most

authentic handcrafting techniques around the world by understanding and

interpreting the past, through technology and contemporary design.
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Designer Rachna Agarwal, founder of Studio IAAD has designed a

contemporary home with bespoke furniture by Boca do Lobo, where

architecture, interior design and art find the perfect luxurious balance

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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REDISCOVERING
MEMORIES

The LAQUA Countryside project has come to life in a quiet and cozy resort with

six suites and the Cannavacciuolo Countryside restaurant, based in a former

manor house – now owned by the Cannavacciuolo Group – where Antonino

himself spent part of his childhood. The building rises in the midst of an ample

garden that blends practical and aesthetic use, interacting with the

surrounding landscape: two vegetable gardens and an orchard are an

expressive representation of the outdoor environment, but also yield high-

quality local ingredients used by the restaurant. lamatilde designed the new

LAQUA Countryside managing every step from initial concept to architectural

renovation – realized in partnership with architect Valentina Autiero – including

interiors, styling and garden design – in collaboration with architect Stefano

Olivari.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

REDISCOVERING MEMORIES

lamatilde designs the new LAQUA Countryside resort, opened by Cinzia and

Antonino Cannavacciuolo at the heart of Sorrento’s inland
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Marble Izmir Fair, the lifeline of Turkiye's natural stone exports, hosted the

world market of the sector at Fuarizmir between the dates of March 30 and

April 2. A total of 78,096 people, 8,590 of whom were foreigners from 145

countries, visited the fair, in which million-dollar agreements were made with

1,015 participants in an exhibition area of 150 thousand square meters. The

sector began to look forward to the 28th Marble Izmir, which will be held on

April 26-29, 2023. The export gate of the natural stone industry, the 27th

Marble Izmir Fair, gave hope to the new year with the intense trade volume it

provided.

 

27th Marble Izmir hosted 145 countries a million-dollar fair in Izmir!
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